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THE TOWN

An old small town, nestling in the 
green of the Tuscan-Romagna 
Apennines, famous since roman times 
for the quality of its spa water springs. 
A quiet, and safe small town, the 
people here are welcoming and 
friendly. 
Bagno di Romagna is a place famous 
not only for its Spa and its 
comfortable  hotels, but also for  the 
cuisine, its aromas and flavour await 
you in numerous restaurants, from the 
simple one to the famous “Paolo 
Teverini” or “Gambero Rosso”.

Italian is everywhere: living amongst 
the Italian people will give students 
ample opportunities to hear and speak 
the language all day and every day.
Our students feel safe and are very 
quickly made to feel part of the 
community. A peaceful and friendly 
environment, studying in Bagno di
Romagna enables you to escape from  
the crowds.
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NATURE LIVES HERE

36.000 hectares 
of forests: a 
unique wildlife 
park where 
Saints retired 
from the world 
and people have 
lived for 
centuries.



THE SCHOOL

The school was founded in 1981 and  is 
one of the most appreciated schools for 
teaching Italian; the school provides a 
wide choice of language and cultural 
courses in small groups . You learn quickly 
with expert, enthusiastic teachers 
constantly at your disposal.  An intimate 
friendly relaxed and caring school,  with a 
welcoming atmosphere, where personal 
attention is our speciality: our 
administration staff and teachers, always 
have time for you.
The school is located in the elegant 19th

century Palazzo Malvisi with 8 fully 
equipped classrooms.

THE STAFF

You can be sure of the high standards of 
teaching; well trained, highly qualified 
teachers recruited not only for their 
teaching ability and their warm 
personalities, but also for the wide range 
of interests and skills.
We provide a service which is friendly, 
professional and supportive, a total Italian 
environment where you can hear and 
speak Italian all day.

WE CARE ABOUT YOUR LEARNING

For over 25 
years we 
have had the 
pleasure of 
welcoming 
students from 
all over the 
world

Cesare e Veronica Dida Sylvia
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INTENSIVE COURSES

We offer a  variety of structured courses to meet 
your needs,  ensuring you make rapid progress and 
achieve your learning goals: we offer all levels 
from beginner to advanced. 
All lessons are 55 minutes long.                                
Maximum number of students per class: 8

G26 – INTENSIVE GROUP COURSE – 26 lessons 
per week
Classes take place from Monday to Friday from 

8:30 to 12:30 and  from 14:00 to 16:00 three 
times a week.
The aim of the course is to improve and develop 
your ability to communicate well in Italian in a 
variety of situations; covering all four skills: 
listening, speaking writing and reading.

G + I - COMBINATION COURSE

Combine the advantages of  the intensive group 
course (G26) and the benefits of individual tuition 
(2, 4  lessons per week) in the afternoon 
appropriate to your level and needs.
• Business and commercial.
• Preparation for CILS / AIL / CELI Exams
• Literature and History of Art.
• Tourism

I - INDIVIDUAL COURSE
This course is structured to meet your precise 
linguistic and professional requirements. Totally 
flexible: hours, content, dates by arrangement.
All the individual courses begin each week day 
throughout the year.

DC - DUO COURSE
The advantages of close individual attention, shared by 2 
people choosing to come together, with a similar level of 
Italian. Timetable, course length and start dates by 
arrangement.
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THE BEST WAY TO STUDY ITALIAN

A wide range of 
courses at all 
levels.

We offer you the 
chance to 
succeed in your 
goals for your 
career, for travel 
or simply for 
pleasure.
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EXAMS AND CERTIFICATES

At the end of the course you receive from the 
School a Certificate of Attendance.  The school is 
member of AIL - ACCADEMIA ITALIANA DI 
LINGUA - and is an official examination centre
for the following exams: DELI (elementary level 
certificate) DILI ( intermediate level certificate) 
DALI ( Advanced level diploma) DILC (Business 
Diploma, Intermediate level) and DALC ( 
Business diploma, Advanced level).

The school is also a centre to prepare students 
for CILS Examination of the University for 
Foreigners of Siena and for CELI  University of
Perugia.

For those students wishing to prepare for these 
exams, we suggest a Combination Course ( G + 
I) or Individual Course (I) and for a period 
depending on the overall initial level of the 
Italian Language.

HOME TUITION

For  those who intend to learn the language rapidly, 
intensively and effective,  Scuola Palazzo Malvisi offers 
the possibility to study Italian language in a condition 
“really authentic “: at teacher’s home and his/her family, 
in a daily, stimulating and outright reality.

If you wish, you can have the opportunity to participate 
to the social life of your host family, with the possibility to 
speak italian every day, to chat with the teacher or with 
the members of the family, to go to the cinema, to meet 
friends, to go out, to do shopping, having always the 
possibility to learn “listening, watching e participating”.
The student will be accommodated in a single room and, 
if possible, with private bath room. He/she can share the 
rest of the house with the hosting family.

The home of the 
Italian language 
is the perfect 
place to learn it.

AN EXAM AS EVIDENCE OF YOUR SUCCESS



AFTER CLASS

After class, you can  relax in the wonderful surrounding 
countryside; you may wish to go horse-riding, or discover 
the beauty of the mountains,  the town has a charming  

swimming pool and all the spas offer massages for those in 
search of maximum relaxation.

As part of the course, we organize a social programme
including :
•· Guided excursions in artistic places in Romagna, 
Tuscany, Umbria: Arezzo, Sansepolcro, Rimini and 
Ravenna.
•· Guided tour to Bertinoro, famous for its wines, in some 
vinery with wine tasting of typical local wines.
•· In summer, during the week-end, Cesenatico: to the 
beach together with the teachers.
•· Evening to the cinema.
•· In July and August,  important theatrical review to   
Sarsina, birthplace of Plautus.
•· Evenings in Pizzeria or typical restaurants, pubs.     
• Karaoke.

-“Chats in the kitchen with Veronica” a further occasion to 
practice your Italian, preparing easy typical local recipes 
with a final dinner.

ACCOMMODATION

We take care about the accommodation we arrange for our client. 
We can offer a wide selection of friendly families, nice apartments 
or studio and hotels, with the option of either a single or double 
room (double rooms are guaranteed only for 2 people enrolling 
together).  The accommodation is personally selected and 
regularly visited by our own staff.

LEARN ITALIAN, LIVE ITALIAN

-Wine course with Dida, with taste of Sangiovese, Albana and other regional wines, and taste of 
piadina, cheeses, sliced hamm, etc.

- Guided visit during honey-extraction; honey testing with pears and cheese ( in spring and autumn)

- Trekking in the National Park of Casentine Forest.

- Lunches and aperitifs in the school.

- Sport games and activities: volley-ball, foot -ball, tennis, golf, hors riding, mountain bike, trekking. 

Good leisure and 
good 

accommodation. 
A really 

successful 
visit…..
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COOKING, WINE AND ITALIAN
LANGUAGE COURSE

“Come to Bagno di Romagna, our cooking is 
wonderful!” If you know anyone from Bagno di
Romagna sooner or later you are bound to receive an 
invitation like this. Romagna has a lot to offer on the 
food and wine front. The mainstays of local cuisine 
are pasta, piadina affettati meat and erbe,  but the 
local products are used in such a clever inventive way 
as to give an immensely wide variety of tastes and 
flavours that change with the seasons.
Scuola Palazzo Malvisi offers you the possibility to 
combine a language course with a cooking and wine 
course.

MONDAY
8.30 - 12.30

Italian Language 
Group Course
17.00 -20.00

Cooking course 
including dinner

TUESDAY
8.30 - 12.30

Italian Language 
Group Course
17.00 -20.00

Cooking course 
including dinner.

WEDNESDAY
8.30 - 16.00

Excursion to Bertinoro
Visit to some 

vineyards with local 
wine tasting.

Lunch in a typical 
“trattoria”

THURSDAY
8.30 -12.30 

Italian Language
Group Course
17.00 -20.00

Cooking course
including dinner

FRIDAY
8.30 - 12.30

Italian  Language
Group Course
17.00 - 20.00
Cooking course
Including dinner

Sample of a cooking lesson:
-Piadina romagnola con formaggi, squaqquerone e 
rucola.
-Cappelletti romagnoli gratinati o in brodo o passatelli 
in brodo
-Crema caramellata e “lattaiolo”
-Wine: Sangiovese e Albana

Sample of a weekly programme:

OUR COOKING IS WONDERFUL !

“Tell me what 
you eat, I’ll tell 
you where you 
are”. You will 
learn the  true 
dishes of the 
gastronomic 
tradition of 
Tuscany and 
Romagna.
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LANGUAGE COURSE AND THERMAL SPA / 
WELLNESS TREATMENT PACKAGE

Have you ever thought of taking a break, interrupting your 
stressful working rhythm, getting away from the hustle and bustle 
of city life and relaxing at a Spa / Beauty Farm to melt away all 
the stress and weariness?
A brief stay at Bagno di Romagna will invigorate you and you will 
truly appreciate the therapeutic benefits of the pure and balsamic 
air and of an uncontaminated natural environment where thermal 
water flows at the natural temperature of 45° C.
Scuola  Palazzo Malvisi, together with Euroterme spa and Terme
Roseo spa , has created a programme which combines the 
pleasant learning of the Italian language with an assorted range of 
thermal and wellness treatment packages, which aim at 
eliminating stress and weariness. A perfect balance of relaxing the 
body and nurturing the mind, away from the frenzied pulse of 
everyday life.

Both the Spa Resorts are situated in the characteristic old town
centre, is a modern-equipped spa and wellness centre with large 
array of treatments to offer, an excellent Heath and Beauty 
Centre.

Both the Spa Resorts are situated in the characteristic old 
town centre, it is a modern-equipped spa and wellness
centre with large array of treatments to offer, an excellent 
Health and Beauty Centre. It is a delightful environment 
designed for all those wishing to retreat from the stress of 
daily life and be pampered in grand style; a Beauty Farm 
with the state-of-the art technology. The spa water of 
Bagno di Romagna gushes from a spring in the rock 8
metres deep and at a temperature of 45ｰC. Two types of 
water are used: bicarbonate-alkaline and sulphurous.

Client can choose one or more (depending on the length of the stay) of thermal packages. A 
weekly thermal package can include: Natural thermal sauna with whirlpool, thermal mud and 
pool, massages (Oriental Slim, Shiatsu, etc)

There are two options for organising your course:

Can you 
believe it? This 
is the water 
that fell in 
Giotto’s time.

TAKE A BREAK………
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OPTION:B 
8.30 - 12.30 Thermal   
treatments.
12.30  - 14.00 Lunch
14.00  - 16.00  Individual 
lessons

OPTION: A
8.30  - 10.30 Thermal treatments.

10.30  - 12.30  Individual lessons.
12.30  - 14.00  Lunch
14.00  - 16.00 Group lessons   
(On Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday). 



SPECIAL PROGRAM “OVER 50”
This course is specially designed for mature 
students who wish to combine a language stay 
with a programme of activities and visits of cultural 
interest and enjoy the Italian way of life, 
discovering all about our traditions and culture.
Morning lessons will help you to improve your skills 
of speaking, listening, reading and writing in a   
relaxed and friendly atmosphere. In the afternoons 
we offer a varied and stimulating programme of 
activities and excursions, with optional evening 
visits.

PROGRAM

Sunday:  Arrival to  Bagno di Romagna Terme.
18.30 pm Aperitif with the staff and presentation  of the weekly
programme.
Monday:   
8:30 - 12:30 Group tuition.

· 15.00  Guided excursion to Sarsina, the birthplace, in 245 BC of 
the latin comic dramatist Plautus. 

· Visit to the Archaeological  museum. 
Tuesday:
8:30-12:30 Group tuition
In the afternoon : Hands-on cooking class to learn how to make 
“tagliatelle”. Dinner served with several good Sangiovese wine
During the dinner a presentation of regional traditional  cuisine 
and wine. 
Wednesday: 

· 8:30 - Excursion to  S.Sofia, where we visit the old  printing 
Olivetti, who continues the old local tradition of cloth printed by 
hand. We continue our tour to Bertinoro, a nice  little town, well 
known for  its wine. Visit to a vineyard with winetasting  and 
lunch in Trattoria
Thursday:

· 8:30-12:30 Group tuition. During the lessons, also a short 
introduction of  the excursion to Sansepolcro and  Anghiari.
Sansepolcro: birthplace of Piero della Francesca, one of the 

greatest artists of the Renaissance period. Guided visit to the 
Dome and Civic Museum. Visit to Anghiari, considered one of 
the most beautiful Italian towns. 

· 21:00 Thermal pool  

Friday: 
8:30 - 12:30 Group tuition.
14.00  - Guided excursion to  La Verna. The sanctuary is the place with the most vivid recollections of San Francesco 
d’Assisi who lived in reclusion here and received the stigmata (1224). On this mountain, nature, art and faith live 
together in harmony.

· Farewell dinner in “Agriturismo” with the teachers.

ENRICH YOUR HOLIDAY

It is a mixture of 
language, art, 
culture and the 
pleasure of 
spending time 
together……
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ON THE PIERO’S TRACKS
SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR GROUPS

Bagno di Romagna  provides the observant 
visitors with the wealth of opportunities to 
discover cultural itineraries of great interest. For 
those who stop off in Bagno di Romagna as a 
starting point for a series of daily  visits to the 
places of history, worship and art, we offer the 
possibility of going on enjoyable and unhurried , 
organised excursions.
Bagno di Romagna welcomes you to its 
magnificent mountains, spas and hospitality in a 
peaceful and safe place and a lot of interesting 
and historical places easy to reach thanks to the 
E45 motorway linking Umbria, Tuscany and 
Marche.
This course is for those who wish to combine the 
study of italian language to the real possibility to 
visit the places where Piero della Francesca and 
other famous Renessaince artists lived and 
worked. 

This program is valid only for a pre-formed 
group of minimum  4 participants. The school 
reserves the right to organize the program 
also for one student only.

Course Programme
Monday:   8.30 – 12.30  Italian Language Course and
presentation of the weekly programme.
14:00—15:00: guided visit to the Basilic “Santa Maria 
Assunta” and “Palazzo del Capitano “ in Bagno di  Romagna

· Tuesday:  8.30-12.30: Italian Language Course
14.00 -16.00:  Introduction to the excursion to S.Sepolcro. 
Piero della Francesca. Slides.

· Wednesday: 8.30-12.30: Italian Language Course 
14.00 Excursion to S.Sepolcro. Visit to the Dome, Museum.  
Monterchi: Visit to “Madonna del Parto”.

Thursday:8.30—12.30 Italian Language Course
14.00—16.00  Introduction to the excursion to Arezzo. S.Francesco ‘s Church, Piero della Francesca frescoes.
Friday: 9.00  Excursion to Arezzo: Visit to S. Francesco’s Church with Piero della Francesca frescoes “La 
leggenda della Vera Croce”, Santa Maria della Pieve, the gothic cathedral and the famous square. 
19.00: Evening in pizzeria with the teachers.

SEE THE SIGHTS… EXPERIENCE THE HISTORY AND CULTURE

A itinerary through 
the works of Piero 
della Francesca  to 
discover the close 
Province of Arezzo
and  the Valley of the 
Tiber
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ITALIAN LANGUAGE COURSE 
BETWEEN WELLNESS AND NATURE
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The Scuola Palazzo Malvisi offers you the possibility to 
combine a language course with a full immersion 
between nature and spa/wellness .
The waters of Bagno di Romagna have been 
appreciated since ancient times ( 1st century D.C.) 
Scuola  Palazzo Malvisi, together with Terme Roseo and 
Euroterme Spa , has created a programme which 
combines the pleasant learning of the Italian Language 
with an assorted range of thermal and wellness 
treatment packages, which aims to eliminate stress and 
weariness. A perfect balance of shooting the body and 
nurturing the mind, away from the frenzied pulse of 
everyday life Bagno di Romagna not only has spa 
treatments and body care.
It is set in the majestic scenery of the National Park of 
Campigna, Falterona , Casentinesi Woods and  Lama 
Forest the first entirely natural reserve in Italy that was 
awarded the prestigious European Diploma for the 
preservation of the environment by the European 
Council.
Bagno di Romagna offers a broad choice of 
opportunities to spend your free time pleasantly in a 
cultural and relaxing environment.  Besides  trekking 
and walking in the surrounding country side, sport 
lovers can also enjoy excursions on horse-back and 
mountain bike, swimming, archery and fishing
WEEKLY PROGRAMME

TUESTDAY
8.30/12.30: Italian language 
class
14.00/15.00: guided walking to 
the “Gnomi path”
17.00/18.00: antistress massage 
in the Terme Roseo Spa
20.30: Evening to the open air 
thermal pool “Euroterme Spa”

MONDAY
8.30/12.30: entry test
and Italian language class
14.00/17.00: Walking guided 
Excursion in the National Park
19.00: lunch with the teachers  
in the pleasant place Lago Lungo

WEDNESDAY
8.30/16.00: Natural guided 
excursion To “Diga di Ridracoli” and 
lunch
17.00: Natural Sauna with whirlpool 
to the Terme Roseo Spa

THURSDAY 
8.30/12.30: Italian Language Class
15.00/16.00: shiatsu massage
17.30/23.00: Evening guided 
excursion with dinner.

FRIDAY
8.30/12.30: Italian Language Class
12.30/16.00: Walk and picnic with 
students and teachers
20.30: Evening in open air thermal 
pool “Euroterme Spa”

LOTS OF NATURE, BUT ALSO RELAX

Those who like 
walking enjoy 
our  outskirts; 
those who like 
wellness, enjoy 
our Spa.



SUMMER RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL

Our Residential Junior Course is a balanced 
combination of Language learning and a 
stimulating educational holiday.
The School is situated in  an holiday  centre, 3 
km. far from  Bagno di Romagna (where our main 
school is located ). The centre is located in a 
charming country house , built in the 18th

century, completely restored and providing 
comfortable and spacious accommodation and its 
area for sporting activities and outdoor swimming 
pool.
COURSE PROGRAMME
On arrival you are given a brief written placement 
test, so that we can determine your knowledge of 
the Italian language and place you in a class which 
is best suited to your ability.
Learning the language is fun. The course 
concentrates on the practical use of all aspects of 
the Language in everyday situations. The emphasis 
is on the spoken language and project work, form 
an important part of the learning progress. Classes 
take place in classrooms within the residence.
In the afternoon and evening we organise a full 
programme of activities: team games 
competitions, project work, trekking, as well as a 
wide range of sports: swimming, tennis, football, 
basketball, volleyball, beach-volley.
Our staff supervises the activities, organises 
entertainment, and is always ready to talk and 
listen.
· AGE:  11 - 17
· CLASS SIZE: 8  - 10 students per class.

· LENGTH OF THE COURSE: 2 weeks ( On request it is possible  
one week only, or to extend for a further week).

LIABILITY AND INSURANCE
Scuola Palazzo Malvisi, its Representatives and Staff will not be liable for any loss, damage, illness or injury to person or 
property however caused except where such liability is imposed by statute. It is the parent’s responsibility to take out 
personal insurance against risks, including inability to attend or continue a course and insurance for the payment of 
medical expenses. A doctor is on call at the Centre. We recommend that all students should take out personal and travel 
insurance in their home country which covers them for all risks e.g. illness, accidents, theft, losses or any other risks. 
No personal or travel insurance is included in our fees.

LEARNING SHOULD BE FUN !!!

“My brother 
and I were 
very happy. 
Our teacher 
was very good 
and the classes 
very fun. We 
have made lots 
of friends from 
different 
countries.”
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FIRST WEEK

MONDAY
Morning: 8.30  - 12.30 
Placement test and Italian 
language lesson
Afternoon:  14.00
Guided visit to  the 
“Gardens of aromas”
17.00   Swimming pool

TUESDAY
Morning 8.30 – 12.30 Italian 
language lesson 
Afternoon: 14.00
Horse-riding lesson

WEDNESDAY
Full day excursion to 
Ravenna or Gradara or San 
Marino.
21.00   Guided astronomic 
observation by professional 
telescope and explanation

THURSDAY
Morning 8.30 - 12.30 Italian 
language lesson
Afternoon 14.00  Horse-
riding lesson
17.00   Swimming pool.

FRIDAY
Morning 8.30 - 12.30 Italian 
language lesson
Afternoon 14.00 Guided 
naturalistic excursion. 
17.00 Bowshot

SATURDAY
Excursion to Florence.
18.00  
“Orienteering game”

SECOND WEEK
SUNDAY

Morning:Swi
mming pool
Afternoon: 
football 
match or 
beach volley

MONDAY
Morning 8.30 –
12.30 Italian 
language    
lesson
Afternoon 14.00  
visit to the 
charcoal pit
17.00  
Swimming pool.

TUESDAY
Morning 8.30 -
12.30 Italian 
language 
lesson
Afternoon 
14.00  Horse-
riding lesson
17.00 “Life and 
Health” route

WEDNESDAY
Guided 
excursion to 
Assisi or 
Sansepolcro and 
Anghiari or to 
the Diga di 
Ridracoli.
17.00 swimming 
pool.

THURSDAY
Morning 8.30 -
12.30 Italian 
language lesson
Afternoon 14.00 
Guided naturalistic 
excursion. 
17.00  football 
match or beach 
volley

FRIDAY
Morning 8.30 -
12.30  Italian 
language lesson
14.00 Afternoon 
Horse-riding 
lesson 
17.00  
Swimming pool

ACCOMMODATION

Accommodation will be provided from Sunday ( On 
request from Saturday ) before the course begins, until 
the Saturday morning after the course has finished.

Residential accommodation is provided in rooms for 3 or 4 
students. Meals are taken at the Centre, except for lunch 
on excursion days, when packed lunches are provided.

FOR JUNIORS (11/17 years)

BAGNO DI ROMAGNA

SAMPLE OF PROGRAMME
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LEARN AND PRACTISE YOUR ITALIAN CYCLING !

Bagno di Romagna, located in the National Park  of 
Foreste Casentinesi, is visited by many tourists not 
only for its Spa, but also for its nature and 
surrounding environment.
Besides attracting trekking and hiking enthusiasts, 
the place is frequented by those who are fond of 
cycling and mountain-biking, which provide ideal 
surroundings for training and excursions. Scuola 
Palazzo Malvisi, in co-operation with the local 
“Wellness Bike Club”, offers the possibility of 
combining a language stay with an interesting and 
pleasant program of cycle-rides together with 
Italian cyclists:  a wonderful  opportunity to 
practise the Italian language!
The cycle rides are organized taking into 
consideration also the participants’ training, and 
the itineraries are   suitable for  each speciality 
(road or mountain-bike).
The different excursions start in Bagno di Romagna  
and  develop through the most   significant and 
interesting itineraries of the region.
Technical assistance and refreshments (snack and 
drinks) are always provided during the rides.
A member of the “Wellness Bike Club” always 
accompany  the students and, in case of long trips, 
a bus service is also available.
It’s advisable to bring your own bike, it is also 
possible to rent a bike on spot during the rides.

We offer two options of this course:

STANDARD COURSE AND BIKE:

The weekly program includes:
26 lessons of Italian  Language Group 
Course (maximum number of students 
per class: 8) and 2 organized cycle 
rides.
Details of the routes will be given when 
applicants are here.

INTENSIVE COURSE AND BIKE

The weekly program includes 15 private 
(one to one) lessons of Italian Language 
and 3 organized cycle rides.
Details of the routes will be given when 
applicants are here.

Sample of a  cycle ride:
The Sanctuaries” Bagno di Romagna – Acquapartita – Monte Fumaiolo – Pieve S.Stefano – Santuario La Verna –
Bibbiena - Monastero di Camaldoli – Passo Mandrioli – Bagno di Romagna. Km. 130 - Difference in height 3150 mt. 
– On the climb Km. 56.00

ITALIAN LANGUAGE COURSE 
AND BIKE.

Also the 
famous 
Pantani
used  
these 
roads 
for his 
training



This programme is for those who appreciate “good food” rich 
of fragrance and tempting taste of mushrooms and truffles.

In addition to the language course , you feel the emotion to go 
into the woods,  searching truffles, you shall be guided by the 
exceptional scent of the dog and with the help of an expert 
searcher; you feel the emotion of searching and discovering of 
one of the most dainty  product of the Italian cuisine.

We offer two options of this course: Group course or Individual 
course.

A) Group Course (18 lessons per week), weekly 
programme:

Monday: 8.30 – 12.30  and 14,00 – 16,00 Italian Language 
Group course

Tuesday: 8.30 – 9.30 Italian Language Group course. 
Truffle’s searching. 

Wednesday: 8.30 – 12.30  and 14,00 – 16,00 Italian 
Language Group course.  18.00 Cooking lesson “Handmade 
pasta” Tagliatelle.

Thursday: 8.30 – 12.30 Italian Language Group course    
14.00 Excursion to Bertinoro. Visit to some vineyards with 
local wine and olive oil tasting.

Friday: 8.30 – 9.30 Italian Language Group course. Truffle’s 
searching. Lunch in a typical restaurant with truffle and 
mushrooms.

B) Individual course (12 lessons per week), weekly 
programme:

Monday: 9.00 – 12.00  and 14,00 – 15,00  Individual course   

Tuesday: Morning, truffle’s searching. 

Wednesday: 9.00 – 12.00 and 14,00 – 15,00 Individual 
course.  18.00 Cooking lesson “Handmade pasta” Tagliatelle.

Thursday: 9.00 – 12.00  Individual course  14.00 Excursion 
to Bertinoro. Visit to some vineyards with local wine and olive 
oil tasting.
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AUTUMN: A SEASON FULL OF FLAVOURS……

ITALIAN LANGUAGE COURSE, TRUFFLE, MUSHROOMS AND WINE 

Friday:8.30 – 9.30 Individual course. Truffle’s searching. Lunch in a typical restaurant with truffle and 
mushrooms.

This programme is available from 29th September 2008 until 28th November 2008

What is included in the price:

Number of lessons as specified per each course. Text book and teaching material. Certificate of studies. Two 
guided truffle’s searching, 1 lunch with truffles and mushrooms  in a typical local restaurant , 1 cooking lesson, 1 
excursion to Bertinoro and wine tasting.



•It is advisable, for the mosaic course, to subscribe an accident insurance

RESIDENTIAL ITALIAN LANGUAGE COURSE  & GOLF

Scuola Palazzo Malvisi, in co-operation with the “I 
Fiordalisi Golf Club” in Forlì, offers the possibility of 
combining an  interesting and pleasant programme: a      
residential language course in the golf course with the 
possibility to practise  golf also with your teacher: a 
further  opportunity to  improve your  language in a 
pleasant way.
The course program includes: 3 daily individual Italian 
language lessons from 9.00 a.m. to 12.00 a.m. (on 
request it is also possible to increase the number of 
lessons per day).
Afternoon free for your golf (when possible with a  
member of the school staff so that to continue to 
practice the language), or to visit the interesting 
places in the surrounding.
Fiordalisi Golf Club is a young club established in 2000. 
The course is situated in the heart of a bird sanctuary 
and nature refuge, 'Oasi di    Magliano' and is among 
the first Italian golf  courses maintained through 
ecological management. The clubhouse overlooks a 
lake with beach access and is equipped with a driving 
range on the water and a putting green, illuminated 
for evening practice and tournaments.
The course offers a traditional country inn and 
restaurant with typical regional cuisine. 
In addition, we offer a two-hole practice course, 
driving range and putting green for beginning golfers    
under the  direction of two Pros. 

ITALIAN LANGUAGE AND 
ROMAN  MOSAIC  ART  COURSE

The Scuola Palazzo Malvisi offers  you  the experience 
to learn the Italian Language while exploring and 
replicating the mosaics of the Romans and the 
Byzantines in the heart of the Italian countryside. 
Together with your language course, you will 
experience  first-hand the mosaic artistic tradition 
inherited from the ancient Romans which still alive in 
Sarsina (10 km from Bagno di Romagna). You will 
receive 9 mosaic art lessons per week, from 
experienced teacher Maestro d’Arte Prof. Pasqualino 
Versari (teacher in Accademia delle Belle Arti in 
Florence) and explore also Sarsina’s Museum which 
houses wonderful examples of polychromic mosaics of 
the roman period. 

BAGNO DI  ROMAGNA SCUOLA PALAZZO MALVISI

…AND MUCH MORE



Since 1981, Scuola Palazzo Malvisi has been synonymous with a superior level of education, 
professional organisation and a friendly atmosphere.

Our philosophy is to offer students qualified teachers, up-to-date teaching methods, and a warm 
environment in three different locations:Bagno di Romagna, Ravenna, Florence, all typically 

Italian but at the same time uniquely charming.

The extracurricular activities and the choice of families providing accommodation are
an integral part of our teaching method, to live the Italian language, all day, every day.

HOW TO GET TO BAGNO DI ROMAGNA

Nearest Airport: Forlì or Bologna. There are 
regular train services to Cesena (nearest Rail 

Station).

From Cesena there are regular coach services to 
Bagno di Romagna.

By Car: Motorway A/14 Bologna-Ancona, exit 
Cesena Nord, then Highway E/45 direction Roma, 

exit Bagno di Romagna.

Venezia
Milano

Roma

Napoli

SCUOLA PALAZZO MALVISISCUOLA PALAZZO MALVISI

SCUOLA PALAZZO MALVISI
Piazza Ricasoli, 10

47021 Bagno di Romagna (FC)
ITALIA

Tel. +39 0543 911170 
Fax +39 0543 911348

b.romagna@scuolapalazzomalvisi.com

www.scuolapalazzomalvisi.com



                                                                      

 

Do you have any special reasons for learning Italian ( eg. Job, university, hobby ) ......................................................................... 
How did you hear about Scuola Palazzo Malvisi ? ........................................................................................................................... 

 
SCUOLA PALAZZO MALVISI 

Piazza Ricasoli 10 -  47021 BAGNO DI ROMAGNA (FC)  -  Tel. +39 0543 911170 - Fax +39 0543 911348 
e-mail  b.romagna@scuolapalazzomavisi.com    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SCUOLA PALAZZO MALVISI  SCUOLA PALAZZO MALVISI  ––  BAGNO DI  ROMAGNA BAGNO DI  ROMAGNA  

ENROLMENT FORM ENROLMENT FORM   

SPECIAL LANGUAGE COURSES: 
 
 • TC       Language Course + Thermal/Wellness treatments packages:  
From…………………..  • Option A - 10 Individual lessons + 6 Group lessons per week. 
  • Option B - 10 Individual lessons per week. 
To…………………….. • GK Language Course + Wine and Cooking Course 
 • GM Language Course + Roman Art Mosaic Course 
 • GB Language Course + Bike 
  • Option A - 26 Group lessons. 
  • Option B - 15 Individual lessons . 
 • GNW Language Course between Wellness and Nature. 
 • GG Individual residential Course in the Golf Course + Golf. 
 • GJ Residential Summer Course for Juniors. 
 • GA Special Programme for Over 50 
 • GT Language Course, Truffle, Mushrooms and Wine 
   • Option A - 18 Group lessons + 2 truffle’s searching. 
   • Option B - 12 Individual lessons + 2 truffle’s searching 
 • GPF On the Piero’s Tracks - Special Programme for Groups 
  

STANDARD OF ITALIAN 
 
• ABSOLUTE BEGINNER No knowledge of the language whatsoever. 
• BEGINNER Some basic words and communication sentences. 
• ELEMENTARY   Can follow a simple everyday conversation. 
• INTERMEDIATE Knowledge of more important grammatical rules and command of basic Italian vocabulary 
• ADVANCED  Fluency of speech, command of grammatical rules, no problem in understanding fast speech of 

native speakers 

INTENSIVE ITALIAN LANGUAGE COURSES: 
 
From __________________ • G/26  - Intensive Group Course - 26 lessons per week. 
 • G+I    - Combination Course  • 26 + 2    • 26 + 4 lessons per week. 
To    __________________ • I         - Individual Course  • 15  • 20  • 30 lessons per week. 
 • TD     - Tandem Individual Course  •15 • 20 lessons per w eek. (2 students 1 teacher ) 

 • HT      - Home Tuition 

ACCOMMODATION:            • F/1  • F/2  • Half board  • A/1  • A/2  • SA/1 • SA/2    • H/1  • H/2   
 

• No accommodation.                             2nd choice ________________________________________ 

 

 

Mr o   Ms  o   Family name ...........................................................................................................................................………… 

First name .....................................................................................................................................................................…………. 

Date of birth ................................................... Occupation ..................................................................................……… 

Nationality ...................................................... Mother tongue ..............................................................................……… 

Address, street ................................................................................................................................................................. ………. 

Postal code and domicile ...............................................................................................................................................………….. 

Country .................................................    Private phone No. ......................................................Mobile…………..………… 

Business phone No. ........................................ Fax No............................... E-mail ...........................................………..... 

Smoker    • Yes    • No  -   Will you bring or hire a car ? • Yes   • No   -   Transfer service?    o  Yes    o  No 

o  Diet ___________________________________________          o    Allergies ___________________________________ 



 
GENERAL CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION 

PAYMENT OF FEES 

Please send the Registration Form together with a non-refundable deposit of € 160,00  to confirm your enrolment. 
Deposit is not an additional cost, but part payment of fees. Deposit can be paid 
• By enclosed bank check   • By enclosed Traveler’s Check  • By postal money order • By bank transfer to the appropriate School’s Bank Account: 
SCUOLA PALAZZO MALVISI - BAGNO DI ROMAGNA - CASSA DEI RISPARMI DI FORLI’  AGENZIA BAGNO DI ROMAGNA (FC)  
IBAN: IT62 C060 1067 7000 7400 0001 271 -     BIC:   IBSPIT2F   
The School will not be responsible for bank charges pertaining to the payee’s bank and will debit the student if this charges are transferred to the 
School’s account. The remaining balance of tuition fees is payable on or before the first day of the course directly to the school or to our appointed 
Agent. Direct payment to the school can be made as above ( see deposit ) or on arrival  at the school either in cash or traveller’s check. If payment is 
effected by bank Check, € 10,33 must be added to cover bank charges,  

 

§ CANCELLATION:  In the case of a cancellation before the beginning of the course, the School will retain the deposit. The school reserves following 
rights: l to make not any refunds once to the course has begun. l To refuse claims which have not been made by a student during her/his stay at 
Scuola Palazzo Malvisi and within 14 days after departure or termination of her/his course, and to refuse claims made by a third person appointed by 
the student to act in her/his name. l For the Group Courses, should there be only one participant for a certain  course/level, a private tuition package of 
10 lessons per week will be offered.  For the Junior Residential  Course.  This programme will be held only for a minimum number of 5 students.l To 
change accommodation and /or offer alternatives on the rare occasions the School is unable to provide the accommodation requested. 
 

ACCOMMODATION :  Upon request we assist students in finding suitable lodgings. Your accommodation will be provided from Sunday ( On request 
from Saturday ) before the course begins, until the Saturday morning after the course has finished. Double room are only guarantee for people enrolling 
in pairs. All accommodation is personally selected and regularly visited by our staff. For those lodging in apartments, it is advisable to bring own towels. 
Please advise in advance your approximate arrival time. We will give you full instruction on how to reach the school and your accommodation address. 
Only full weeks are calculated 
 
WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE PRICE: 
  

HT

TC        
Option A

TC       
Option B

GA

GT Option a

GT Option B

GPF

G / G+I / I 
/ TD

Number of lessons as specified per each course. Text book and teaching material. Certificate of studies .

9 individual lessons and 6 group lessons per week, teaching material, certificate a thermal treatment package as specified in the
course programme.

10 individual lessons per week, teaching material, certificate a thermal treatment package as specified in the course programme.

Home tuition Language Course / One-to-one course at Teacher's home 20 lessons. Accommodation in single room and half board.

GK 16 Group lessons of Italian, teaching material, certificate, 12 practical cooking lessons, cooking text book, all dinners after cooking
class, wine, a guided excursion, wine tasting and lunch.

GM
26 group lessons of italian , text book, certificate, 9 lessons Mosaic Art Course , Material: marbles, cement, lime, woods, wire
gauzes, gauze, glue, useof the tools: marteline and block, the handwork made during the course belong to the student, Certificate of
studies.

GB      
Option A

Italian Language Group Course 26 lessons, teaching material, certificate, two organized cyclerides, Technical assistance and bus
service in case of long trip.

GB      
Option B

Italian Language Course: Individual tuition 15 lessons, teaching material, certificate, three organized cycle rides, technical
assistance and bus service in case of long trip.

GNW
Italian Language Group Course 16 lessons, teaching material, certificate, four organized trekking with the assistance of a guide of
the National Park, Lunches and dinners during the excursions, Transfer to the starting points of the excursions, All thermal
treatments as specified in the programme.

GG One week Italian Language residential Course: 15 Individual tuition in the Golf Course, teaching material, Certificate, One week
accommodation (7 nights) in B&B “La Sarzola” in the golf course, 3 golf  lessons (1 lesson is 30 minutes), 4 green fees.                                                        

Italian Language Group Course 16 lessons per week, teaching material and certificate, 4 lessons of art, Excursions as per
programme and tickets entrance to the museums, Guide during the excursions. One evening in pizzeria.

GJ

Italian Language Group Course, 32 lessons , placement test and School’s Certificate of attendance, · text book, teaching material
and the use of the instruments during the activities ( es: telescope, arc.), 24 hours close supervision by School’s Staff, full board
accommodation in rooms with 3 – 4 beds: breakfast, lunch and dinner, close supervision by professional instructor during sporting
activities, full social, cultural and sporting program, all the excursions and the packed lunches, the bus for the excursions, 4 horse
riding lessons,  guided naturalistic excursions. 

Italian Language Group Course 16 lessons per week, teaching material, certificate, all tours, all local experts and specialists, aperitif
and dinners with teachers, wine tasting in the winery, one thermal swimming pool 

Italian Language Group Course 18 lessons per week, teaching material, certificate. Two guided truffle’s searching, 1 dinner with
truffles and mushrooms  in a typical local restaurant , 1 cooking lesson, 1 excursion to Bertinoro and wine tasting.

Italian Language Course 12 Individual tuitions per week, teaching material, certificate. Two guided truffle’s searching, 1 dinner with
truffles and mushrooms  in a typical local restaurant , 1 cooking lesson, 1 excursion to Bertinoro and wine tasting.

 
 

PERSONAL DATA 
Students authorize the School to include their personal data on a mailing list for the purpose of enrolment. Students may also periodically receive 
informative, news letters, promotional material, students, in accordance with the Italian law ( art.13, 675/96) may at any time require that their personal 
data be removed from the mailing list of the school. 
 
Deposit has paid to..................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 
Date_____________________________   Signature ________________________________________ 



January 7 21 July 7 21

February 4 18  August 4 18  

March 3 17 31 September 8 22  

April 14 28  October 13 27  

May 12 26  November 10 24

June 9 23 December                   09 until 19

G/26 G/26+I/2 G/26+I/4 I/15 I/20 I/30 CD/15 CD/20
220,00         290,00         360,00         645,00 860,00 1.290,00 420,00 560,00         

436,00         576,00         716,00         1290,00 1.720,00 2.580,00 840,00 1.120,00      

650,00         860,00         1.070,00          

865,00         1.145,00      1.425,00          

213,00         283,00         353,00         645,00         860,00         1.290,00       420,00          560,00         

COD. 1 WEEK 2 WEEKS
Each further 

week

HT 1.250,00€     1.250,00€    

TC OPTION A 780,00€        1.560,00€     780,00€       

TC OPTION B 720,00€        1.440,00€     720,00€       

GK 660,00€        660,00€       

GM 590,00€        590,00€       

GB OPTION A 520,00€        520,00€       

GB OPTION B 1.185,00€     1.185,00€    

GNW 760,00€        760,00€       

GG 1.750,00€     1.750,00€    

GJ 1.449,00€     

GA 660,00€        660,00€       

GT OPTION A 570,00€        

GT OPTION B 940,00€        

GPF 825,00€        

1 WEEK 2 WEEKS 3 WEEKS 4 WEEKS

150,00 241,00 388,50 499,50

132,00 187,00 287,66 388,32

150,00 241,00 388,50 499,50

132,00 187,00 287,66 388,32

264,00 340,00 523,00 706,05

335,00 481,00 740,00 999,00

1 Week

On the above mentioned Public Holiday, group lessons are not held.

 INTENSIVE LANGUAGE COURSE  FEES  2008  €
COD.

ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS GROUP COURSE STARTING DATES  2008

Elementary, intermediate and advanced levels can start every Monday.
All the Individual Courses begin each day (also on Saturday and/or Sunday , except on the below 

mentioned Public Holidays) throughout the year: 24/03 - 25/04 -01/05 - 02/06 - 15/08 - 08/12

2 Weeks

3 Weeks

4 Weeks

Each further week

SPECIAL COURSES FEES 2008  

Home Tuition. Course available throughout the year. 20 lessons per week. Course available from
07/01/2008 to 19/12/2008 

Language course + Thermal / Wellness treatments package. Course available from 07/01/2008
to 19/12/2008

 Language course + Wine and cooking course. Course available from 07/01/2008 to 19/12/2008 

Language course + Roman & Byzantine Mosaic Art course. Course available from 12/05/2005 to
19/09/2008 

 Language course + Biking. Course available from 04/02/2008 to 21/11/2008 

Language course between Wellness and Nature. Course available from 03/03/2008 to
05/12/2008 

 Residential Italian Language Course + Golf. Course available from 04/02/2008 to 19/12/2008. 

 Residential Summer Course for Juniors. Course available from 30/06/2008 to 07/08/2008 

 Special Programme for "Over 50". Course available from 31/03/2008 to 21/11/2008. 

On the Piero's track. Course available from 07/01/2008 to 27/06/2008 and from 08/09/2008 to
28/11/2008 

 Language course and truffle. Course available from 29/09/2008 to 28/11/2008 

 ACCOMMODATION PRICES 2008  €
These prices are valid only for those courses that do not include already the accommodation costs.

COD. EACH FURTHER NIGHT

 F/1 Family single room and breakfast � 18,50

 F/2 Family double room and breakfast ��  (price per person) 14,38

 A/1 Apartment single room 18,50

 A/2 Apartment double room �  (price per person) 14,38

 SA/1 Studio/Apartment - for 1 person only 26,15

 SA/2 Studio/Apartment - for 2 persons only � (price per apartment) 37,00

  H/1 Hotel single room full board �      60,00 / 108,00 per night

� Double room is guaranteed only for two people enrolling in pairs

� Accommodation in a 4 stars Hotel

 ¡   Transfer from Bologna airport ( one way) € 110,00 - From Forlì Airport € 55,00 - From Cesena Railway Station ( one way) € 50,00

  H/2 Hotel double room full board �� (price per room)      96,00 / 152,00 per night

� Supplement for half board Euro 13,00 per meal.


